This article introduces an interaction technique designed to assist target acquisition in flat documents that are visualized in perspective. One reason to allow camera tilts in graphical interfaces is that perspective views provide users with a gradual variation of scale, allowing them to see local detail in the context of a general overview. Our analysis, however, shows that the non-linearity of scale variation in a perspective view jeopardizes the acquisition of very remotely located objects. We introduce and experimentally evaluate a solution in which:
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 1 : Performing a pointing task in our PV navigation interface. (a) Being at first too far away to be displayed, the target can only be shown as a symbolic beacon. (b) The target is now visible as a 1-pixel thick line but it is still difficult to click. (c) The target is near enough to be clicked. (d) The clicked target has disappeared, and the next target is at the other end of the document, so the user tilts the camera in the opposite direction.
Introduction
Considerable efforts have been made over the last two decades to devise satisfactory interfaces for viewing exponentially increasing amounts of information through limited screen displays. Multi-scale interfaces now allow users to interact with information objects at different scales [Furnas & Bederson 1995; Guiard & Beaudouin-Lafon 2004] . Notable instances of these multi-scale interfaces are those using the bi-focal [Tzavaras & Spence 1982] , the fish-eye [Furnas 1986 ], and the pan and zoom [Perlin & Fox 1993] technique. The last technique is the most widely used nowadays in the field of interactive information visualization. With all the above mentioned techniques, the viewing direction is always oriented perpendicular to the document plane. By contrast, this paper will focus on the case in which the user is allowed to freely tilt the camera relative to the document plane. Our aim is to develop novel multi-scale document-navigation techniques that exploit perspective viewing (PV). Figure 1 depicts what was seen by participants in the target acquisition experiment with PV to be reported below. Not only was camera tilting permitted, but the user could navigate the document while viewing it in perspective -of interest here is the case of interactive perspective viewing.
Starting from a local perpendicular view, our participants were to reach and click a very remote target, a narrow red strip located a large distance away in a linearly arranged document but in a known (upward or downward) direction. By tilting the virtual camera upward (Figure 1a ), the target could be made to enter the view but, being at first located too far away, it could be displayed only as a beacon (the text string 'TARGET'), which provided a rough indication of the target location, in keeping with the semantic-zoom principle of Bederson & Hollan [1994] . The next step was to move to the target by horizontally translating the tilted camera relative to the document (or, in an equivalent description, by dragging the document relative to the tilted camera) until it became not just visible (Figure 1b ) but large enough for cursor selection (Figure 1c ). As soon as a successful mouse click was recorded by the system, the target jumped to another remote place and the camera had to be tilted in the opposite direction ( Figure 1d ) -thus, we used the so-called reciprocal version of Fitts' [1954] task, with the camera having to be tilted up and down and translated back and forth to perform the task.
A PV interface exhibits the valuable property of presenting the viewer with a smooth transition from the local detail to a global overview that shows remote regions of the document, as emphasized by Mackinlay et al. [1991] . The perspective view obtained by camera tilting involves a continuous gradient of visualization scale: the farther an item in the document, the lower its visualization scale. Compared with the standard zooming technique, which conserves a uniform scale all over the view, with scale varying over time, a navigation technique that exploits PV can vary the visualization scale over space too, with a whole range of scales displayed at the same time in the same view. When this technique is embedded into a visualization interface, the user is able to look at the global context without losing the current detail.
One noteworthy difference between the tilt-based navigation technique and the familiar zooming technique is that camera tilting is direction-specific whereas zooming is omni-directional. For example, the user will selectively tilt the camera upward to look for some item known to be located in the beginning of the document. By contrast, zooming-out means searching indistinctively in all directions of the document, even when the user knows in what specific region the search should proceed. Since a view has a limited number of pixels, the omni-directionality of the zooming-out operation has a cost. Namely, the document region that was of interest to the user just before the zoom-out inevitably shrinks out like everything else in the view. Unless the user has no idea whatsoever of the target location, a directional search seems preferable. Also, there are cases where losing the contents of the detailed view from which the navigation starts is problematic -for example the final selection of the target may well require reference to some information available in this detailed view. Thus there is reason to believe that PV has a potential for documents visualization, at least as a complement to the traditional zooming interface.
In a recent work [Guiard et al. 2006a] , we have pleaded for the PV visualization of documents and reported a preliminary experimental evaluation of the efficiency of PV for large planar document navigation. Using a pointing task that could be very difficult (with indices of difficulty up to 15 bits, using Fitts' [1954] metric), we found that target acquisition with a simple PV technique was about as efficient as with the standard pan-zoom technique for tasks of moderate levels of difficulty. However, for extremely distant targets (a case to be possibly met in the case of extremely large documents) the PV interface with a bare implementation was no longer workable. We concluded that to handle this limitation of the PV technique, some artificial techniques need to be designed to assist navigation.
Below we present a detailed analysis of the target acquisition problem in a PV interface for very high levels of difficulty and introduce a practical solution. While the view angle (or the field of view) was fixed in our previous implementation of basic PV interface, in the assisting technique we propose it is now allowed to vary and it is actually coupled with tilt angle. In addition, a new kind of camera rotation is exploited, in which the camera travels at a fixed altitude while being constrained to remain oriented to a fixed point in document space. We will report an evaluation experiment showing that with these assisting techniques arbitrarily difficult pointing tasks can be performed in a PV interface, with the users' performance being similar to that obtained in the usual pan-zoom technique.
Related Work
In this section we review the main techniques described in the literature that have been devised to assist multi-scale document navigation.
To facilitate the browsing of large document in pan-zoom interface, Igarashi & Hinckley [2000] proposed the speed-dependent automatic zooming technique. As the scrolling speed increases, the system automatically adjusts the zoom level so that the velocity of the optical flow field keeps constant. To alleviate the focus-targeting difficulty under fisheye-view distortion, Gutwin [2002] presented a technique called speed-coupled flattening, which dynamically reduces the distortion level of a fisheye based on pointer velocity and acceleration. While discussing navigation in 3D, one may think of assisting navigation techniques that are sensitive to objects and the environment. These techniques base their camera control on the 3D world coordinate system and on sensing the surfaces of the objects in the scene. Khan et al.'s [2005] 'HoverCam', Zeleznik & Forsberg's [1999] 'UniCam', and Tan et al.'s [2001] navigation system are instances of this category. Arsenault & Ware [2002] have reported a study that helps to understand target acquisition with PV visualization. They isolate the observer's visual field of view (determined by a screen) from frustum field of view (determined by computer graphics geometry).
Our approach differs from the above in that we address PV navigation in the case of a planar surface, a case quite worthy of consideration given the ubiquity of planar documents in current interfaces, whether for desktops or hand-held devices. The assisting technique we discuss below addresses the pointing difficulty raised by scale implosion in PV visualization. To our knowledge, and to our surprise, there has been virtually no research directly relevant to this topic in the HCI field.
The Problem of Grasping Difficulty in Perspective Views
As mentioned earlier, we showed that a bare implementation of the PV concept does not accommodate pointing tasks over some threshold of difficulty [Guiard et al. 2006a ]. Let us analyse this phenomenon in some detail. We are considering the case of a user allowed to click and drag a document with the screen cursor like, say, in Adobe Acrobat Reader. The new feature is that the drag operation can now be done on a document that is visualized in perspective. An important property of this setting is that the scrolling speed of the document, in its plane, now varies in a highly non-linear way depending on the location of the point that has been grasped. If the cursor has grasped the document at some near location, then very small scrolls will be obtained. However, given the non-linearity of the function, the same drag movement performed at farther locations in the view (hence involving another level of visualization scale) will have an effect on document scrolling that may differ by several orders of magnitudes. Suppose the user tilts the camera until a very remote target item enters the view, and the beacon that land marks this item appears near the horizon. If the user places the screen cursor slightly above the beacon to drag the target closer, the target (in fact along with the whole document) will travel at a tremendous speed and end at a huge distance on the opposite side of the observation point, meaning that the user will lose the target. Alternatively, if the user grasps the document with the screen cursor slightly below the beacon, the target beacon may squarely refuse to move at all. Last but not least, if the cursor grasps the documents exactly at the screen pixel that is land-marked by the beacon, a gentle drag may cause an undetermined effect between the previous two. The reason is because visualization scale in a PV interface varies in a highly non-linear way across the screen, leading to a scale implosion at some critical distance. One screen pixel in a PV display corresponds to a small document length for near regions and obviously to much larger document lengths for farther regions. If the screen pixel falls near the horizon, the corresponding length in document space may be huge, even infinite. As the resolution of document grasping for mouse-dragging cannot be finer than one screen pixel, the nonlinear variation of view-document mapping causes uncontrollable errors, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
While discussing the overshooting problem in 3D space, it seems timely to recall the Point-of-interest navigation technique introduced by Mackinlay et al. [1990] . The key idea of these authors is to approach a point of interest (i.e. the target) logarithmically, by moving the same relative percentage of distance to the target on every animation cycle. This strategy, however, does not seem to be applicable in the case of a document viewed in perspective. Because of the highly nonlinear property of PV visualization, the initial aiming point may be far away from the real target and the target can be definitively lost in the very first animation cycle.
This problem, which we call the PV grasping problem, becomes particularly tricky when the index of difficulty (ID) exceeds 15 bits, using Fitts' metric (see Appendix 1 for a detailed mathematical explanation of this critical value). Due to the grasping error, the whole target-acquisition procedure becomes quite difficult or takes unexpectedly long time while dealing with tasks of higher levels of difficulty. The definition of the ID, which measures the level of difficulty in Fitts' targetreaching paradigm [MacKenzie 1992] , should be made explicit here:
where D and W stand for target distance and target width, respectively. Fitts' Law states the empirical fact that in general the minimum time required for targetacquisition, or movement time (MT), varies linearly with the ID:
The coefficients of this linear function, the intercept a and the slope b, can be used to quantify users' performance with a given interface. This allows us to run rigorous experiments to evaluate the usability of our new designs relative to the state of the art. Please note that in this paper the ID is always calculated in the document plane, rather than in the view plane. This allows us to estimate the difficulty of the navigation task regardless of whether or not the target can be geometrically represented on the screen. As long as the target corresponds to less than one screen pixel, calling for a symbolic representation (the beacon), the difficulty of reaching it cannot be estimated in the view plane.
A Formal Analysis and a Solution
As already mentioned, the special difficulty of performing very high ID tasks with PV comes from the grasping error in the vicinity of the horizon. This section formally addresses the problem and then presents our solution. Note that we treat the problem in 1D space, along the line covered on the document by the camera focus as the user tilts the camera. The non-linearity concerns the longitudinal dimension of PV (in Figure 1 , for example, only the vertical height, not the horizontal width, of grid squares decreases non-linearly with observation distance). First, let us define the concept of 'Visualization Scale' (S v ) as the ratio of object size in the documents and its projection size on the screen:
tilting angle of camera axis r ½ projection screen size. where δ doc denotes the original size of the object on document plane and δ prj denotes the size of its projection. Whereas S v is a constant all over the projection plane in the perpendicular view of a usual zooming interface, it varies dramatically in PV. Figure 3 shows the pan-zoom situation where the camera is oriented perpendicular to the document plane and introduces a number of camera parameters. Note that D c is a measure of how far the camera can see in the document, it is defined in the document plane from the camera location to the boundary point. Since the axis of the camera is perpendicular to the document plane, the relationship δ doc /δ prj = H/h holds and the value of S v is constant over the whole projection plane:
Now consider the ratio of S v over D c . This ratio reflects how the visualization scale varies with a distance covered by the camera during the navigation. In the situation of Figure 3 , D c = H tan(α/2), we have:
As h and α are constants, the above ratio is also a constant. Visualization scale is simply proportional to covering distance D c during pan-zoom navigation. This is perhaps one of the valuable properties of the zooming technique that make the pan-zoom interface popular. Figure 4 shows the case in perspective projection. As the axis of the camera is no longer perpendicular to the document plane, two boundary points in the area covered by the camera must be distinguished: the inner boundary (IB) and the outer boundary (OB). The axis of the camera intersects the document plane at the Fixation Point (FP).
In perspective projection, obviously, the visualization scale is no longer constant over the view. We will pay special attention to S v at the point where OB is projected, because S v changes here a lot more than at any other point, and actually the PV grasping problem mainly occurs here. In the case shown in Figure 4 , the following equation depicts a local length δ doc in the document plane that is projected to the screen plane: δ prj = δ doc cos(θ + α/2) r/ sin(α/2) H/ cos(θ + α/2) 1 cos(α/2) In the right hand side of this equation, δ doc (a very short length at OB) is followed by three factors. The first factor is there because of the camera tilt. The second item scales the length by the distance ratio. The last one is due to the fact that the screen is a plane and the view direction is not exactly perpendicular to this plane. As a result, the value of S v at OB is:
As D c = H tan(θ + α/2), the ratio of S v and D c becomes:
When the field of view α is a fixed value, this ratio depends on θ only. If the camera is tilted until θ + α/2 tends to π/2 (with OB becoming almost parallel to the document plane), the denominator of the right hand side of Equation 2 cancels and the visualization scale gets a huge value relative to covering distance D c . This explains the PV grasping difficulty. It would help if S v could have a fixed linear relationship to D c , as is the case with the pan-zoom technique, that is, like in Equation 1. To achieve this goal, the solution is just to set the right-hand side of Equation 2 to be constant. Thus, let us change the value of α so that the relationship below holds: sin(α) = sin(2θ + α)
It seems reasonable to impose limitations on the viewing angle 0 ≤ α ≤ π/2 and π/2 ≤ 2θ + α ≤ π. Thus, π − α = 2θ + α, i.e.:
We have obtained a very simple relationship between α and θ . If α varies according to θ as described, we will obtain a fixed linear relationship between visualization scale and covering distance, like in the pan-zoom case. We call this strategy the automatic coupling of viewing angle and camera tilt. Note the important difference between the basic PV implementation and this new one: the field of view was originally fixed in any case but is now made to depend on the direction of view. In fact, this new strategy takes some similarity with a property of our visual perception. When people stand on an endless plain and cast eye on a very remote object, they will concentrate on the target and try to reduce the field of view (subjectively, of course). While it is actually implemented with our assisting technique, it amounts to a zooming-in effect associated with the camera tilt, since with constant screen size, reducing the field of view implies increasing the focal length. 
Choosing an Appropriate Type of Camera Rotation
Assuming we follow the strategy proposed above, the next question is about the location of the centre of camera rotation. Starting with an upright view of camera, (Figure 5a ), we first chose a panoramic (i.e. camera-centred, Figure 5b ) kind of rotation for our PV navigation technique, but we soon realized there was a serious shortcoming. The part of the document covered by the camera moved forward so quickly that the user most of the time missed remotely located targets. (Note this case does not appear very conspicuously in Figure 5b . It will become more and more remarkable when the target is located far from the observation.) We then turned to the 'lunar' (fixation-point centred) rotation, as shown in Figure 5c . Now, while the selection area was able to expand/stretch around the fixation point, the outer boundary OB in Figure 4 was never too far thanks to the reduced field of view, but camera height varied too much. Finally the most effective solution was a rotation around the fixation point coupled with the constraint that camera altitude is fixed, as shown in Figure 5d . We called this manipulation a trans-rotation of the virtual camera because this kind of rotation is a mixture of a translation and a rotation, one centred at the fixation point (FP). Note that in the case of a FP-centred rotation, target distance should be redefined as that measured from FP to the target, rather than from the camera to the target. Thus, camera rotation will not change target distance and hence the ID, which will only change with a camera translation. Although these three kinds of camera rotation were described in our previous study [Guiard et al. 2006a] , only the panoramic rotation was tested in the experiment. In the present study the trans-rotation was actually adopted and fully practised.
We discovered through experience that a trans-rotation had desirable properties for our PV interface. First, the selection area can be extended by tilting the camera direction at an infinite distance. This means the remote target can be reached, no matter how far it is. Second, as the fixation point in document space does not move, the current local focus is not lost during a camera tilt. Finally, since the altitude of the camera never changes during the search, the initial visualization scale will be restored as soon as the camera returns to a perpendicular orientation.
In order to facilitate the automatic coupling of viewing angle and tilt angle, another idea is to limit the maximum camera tilting angle θ within π/2 and to allow for a finer control when θ approaches π/2. The camera tilt being driven by mousewheel, we found it quite useful to introduce a non-linear mapping between mousewheel turning and camera tilting. The mouse wheel rotates in a discrete way, on a notch-by-notch basis. In our previous implementation with a bare, unaided PV interface, every notch in the wheel resulted in 5 degrees of rotation in camera. This caused the document region covered by camera to grow so quickly (following a tangent function in fact) that the region seen with one notch sometimes seemed to be disconnected from that seen with the preceding notch. In order to obtain visual consistency as is the case with a PZ interface, two successive covering regions should be varied in size proportionally. In the current design, when the mouse-wheel rotates forward or backward by one notch, we change θ so that tan(θ ) increases/decreases by 20%, i.e. tan(θ n+1 ) = 1.2 tan(θ n ), as illustrated in Figure 6 . In this way, the camera is able to cover fairly large distances within a finite number of notchesyet the tilting angle of the camera will never exceed π/2. In fact, the mapping of angles between the mouse-wheel and the camera has become nonlinear. This mapping, however, is unsuitable for small camera tilts -the rotation of the camera is too slow or it squarely stops (if the camera is upright). To remedy this, we use a linear mapping for θ < π/4, with one wheel notch causing π/36 of rotation on the camera tilt. To summarize the above, the change of tilting angle with the notch variation is depicted by the equation: θ n+1 = θ n + π/36 θ n ≤ π/4 tan −1 (1.2 tan(θ n )) θ n > π/4
With the above described auxiliary strategies, when the user continuously rotates the camera, the beacon will come closer and closer to the screen centre, an effect quite reminiscent of the effect of zooming-out. Then the user needs to translate the camera while rotating it back. When the camera is almost back to a perpendicular position, the beacon disappears because the target has become large enough that it can be visualized. So the whole procedure seems consistent with that of pan-zoom technique. Our experience is that a new user manages to master the technique within minutes.
User's Performance Evaluation
A formal evaluation experiment was run on a 2.8GHz PC with 512MB of RAM running Linux and X-Windows, using a 17-inch monitor with a 1280×1024-pixel resolution driven by a powerful video card. The program, created with Java3D, was run in an 800×800-pixel window. A screen shot of the document used for the experiment is offered in Figure 1 , which shows a PV display.
The test was carried out with our enhanced PV navigation technique as well as with the familiar pan-zoom (PZ) technique, which provided a reference for comparison. The only input device was a standard optical wheel-mouse. Both in PV and PZ, the camera panning was driven by mouse moving. The camera zooming in PZ and tilting in PV were controlled by mouse wheel turning. The details of Fitts' pointing experiment in PZ interface can be found in Guiard et al. [2001] .
Eight unpaid volunteers participated in the performance test. The experiment was divided into trials, each trial consisting of 6 movements (i.e. 7 successful target clicks). Four values of ID were chosen for the experiment (12, 17, 22 and 27 bits) each participants running four trials at each level of ID. The trial sequences were arranged pseudo-randomly according to Latin squares. There were a total of 16 trials per participant and per technique. Four participants started the session with PV and switched to the PZ technique, the other four ran the experiment in the reverse order. The participants were invited to have a rest between the two parts of the session.
Before the test, the participant was offered a few minutes of practice to familiarize with the new interface and the navigation techniques. When the participant felt confident, the formal test started, with the program recording all users' activities as well as all motions of the virtual camera. The recorded data were processed with the following rules. In each trial, the first two movements were ignored as warm up. Movement time (MT) was defined as the time elapsed between two successful clicks. Note that the program ignored unsuccessful clicks, just waiting until a target hit was recorded before presenting the next target. Since, therefore, the error rate was a forced 0%, we may now use MT, on its own, to estimate performance quantitatively. Figure 7 shows the performance or the participants in our enhanced PV interface and in the standard PZ interface. The MT measures reported in our previous paper [Guiard et al. 2006a] for the unaided implementation of the PV navigation technique are also shown for comparison.
With the unaided PV technique, MT increased non-linearly with the ID up to a critical ID of 15 bits -beyond which the task was actually no longer workable. In contrast, the figure shows that with our enhanced PV technique extremely difficult pointing tasks, up to ID = 27 bits in the present test, could be successfully handled. It should be realized that applied to the case of a document formatted according to the norms of the IEEE proceedings, a task with an ID of 27 bits would mean reaching and selecting one particular text line located at a distance of 3 million pages.
For both the PZ The important implication of the finding that MT does obey Fitts' Law in our enhanced PV interface is that because time now increases linearly with ID, any target reaching task, however difficult, can be carried out -the upper limit of difficulty characteristic of unaided PV navigation has vanished.
The other point to be made from Figure 7 is that our enhanced PV navigation technique yielded a performance quite similar to that obtained with the usual PZ technique. In particular, the intercepts are very close and the curves are roughly parallel, with no obvious crossing point. In both cases, performance bandwidth (the inverse of Fitts' Law slope) is about 2.3 bits s −1 . A two-factor ANOVA run on MT with repeated measures on the ID factor (12, 17, 22 and 27 bits) and the technique factor (PZ vs. aided PV) confirmed the visual impression gained from the figure. Beside the trivial finding of a highly significant ID effect (F(3,21) = 281.05, p < 0.0001), neither the main effect of the technique nor the two-factor interaction was statistically reliable (F(1,7) < 1 and F(3,21) < 1, respectively).
Conclusion
We have described a novel multi-scale visualization techniques based on perspective viewing, the main merit of which is that it offers a gradual transition from local detail to remote view [Mackinlay et al. 1991] . With a basic, system-unaided implementation of the PV technique, we showed that it is almost impossible for users to perform a difficult pointing task (ID > 15 bits), because a severe accuracy problem arises for selecting an appropriate grasping point at very large distances in the document. We have offered a formal analysis of this problem and proposed a solution. First, we automatically couple viewing angle and tilt angle. To further facilitate navigation, we describe another two assistance techniques, one consisting of a nonlinear mapping between the mouse-wheel and the camera tilt, and the other based on a new kind of camera rotation, trans-rotation. Our evaluation data showed excellent pointing performance with the newly developed PV interface. MTs conform to the classical Fitts' Law, up to a considerable 27 bits, without any evidence that the technique will fail at higher levels of ID. The technique we have described and evaluated in this study should be thought of as an optional resource for PV navigation rather than a permanent feature, because obviously reducing the viewing angle has a cost for the user. The trick we designed makes it possible to reach objects located in the documents at an extremely large distance from the current observation point (a case that needed to be considered as it may occasionally happen), but the shortcoming is that it sacrifices what is perhaps the fundamental advantage of PV -the possibility of seeing both the local detail and the global environment during navigation, just like in real-world vision where all surfaces are actually seen in perspective. Therefore the best way to implement our assistance technique is presumably in the form of an easily reversible mode within PV navigation.
In view of the considerable promise of PV visualization, we feel that efforts to improve PV navigation by means of appropriate assistance tricks like those we described in this paper are quite worth the while. From the moment the PV navigation technique has been cured of its specific weakness, that which we designate as the grasping problem for extremely high IDs, we may seriously contemplate proposing camera tilts as a basic facility for document navigation in graphical user interfaces. After all, introducing a camera tilting facility in interfaces simply means providing users with extended (translational plus rotational) control over the virtual-camera, an improvement relative to the current pan and zoom technique, which only exploits camera translations. Although quite simple conceptually and technically easy today, given the power of current tools like graphical cards and OpenGL programming, the change we recommend is likely to have diverse and far reaching consequences. Identification of these consequences is an intriguing problem tailored for humancomputer interaction research. It will take time, demanding both formal evaluation experiments and user experience with realistic prototypes.
Our next step will be to compare, using the same experimental platform, our enhanced PV navigation technique with the best multi-scale visualization techniques that have been recently proposed, such as the Speed dependent automatic zooming technique (SDAZ) of Igarashi & Hinckley [2000] and the OrthoZoom technique of Appert & Fekete [2006] . In the present study, as has been traditionally the case in Fitts' Law studies, the pointing task was performed on an empty plane -a blank, if textured, document. We are now implementing a 3D visualization of a real large document which consists of the 150,000 verses of William Shakespeare's complete works [Guiard et al. 2006b ]. We believe that asking people to find one particular line on a real text document rather than an abstract graphical strip on an empty plane makes up a more interesting and meaningful experimental task, as well as one that allows the experimental evaluation of new multi-scale document navigation techniques under more realistic conditions. 
Appendix 1
Here we explain why an ID of 15 bits seems to be a critical value when the grasping difficulty is raised indefinitely. Figure 8 shows the target projection with a tilted camera. The centre of the camera, O, is at a height H. For the sake of simplicity a spherical rather than planar screen is used (no essential difference will result). The view is represented as a quarter of circle PQMN. The direction OP being parallel to the document plane, P appears at the horizon in the view. When the target of width W is at a short distance, it is projected on the screen as arc MN. When the target is at a considerable distance D from the observation point, its projection size becomes smaller than one pixel, its beacon marking the single point Q.
Now suppose that the target is very far away, at a distance such that PQ exactly clips the highest pixel of the view. It will be difficult to grasp a target whose distance is farther than D because from the target to infinity everything will be mapped to this last pixel. If the screen cursor grasps this pixel to drag the target back, the mapped position of the mouse cursor in document space will be essentially undetermined.
Let us estimate the ID for this limiting case. The screen has a resolution of R pixels evenly distributed over arc PQMN. As PQ exactly clips one pixel, the angle between OP and OQ should be α = 1 R π 2 . When the target has a maximum projection size, say S pixels (camera upright), there are S pixels on the arc MN, then β = S R π 2 . As tan(α) = H D and tan(β ) = W H , we have: It can be seen that this critical value of the ID depends on screen resolution R and the maximum projection size of target S. In a practical condition, R = 800 pixels and S = 10 pixels. By the above equation, we obtain an estimate of 14.7 bits for the critical ID.
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